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FOREWORD
Although much of the work on this thesis was purely
experimental, it was based on a general knowledge of thebehavior and peculiarities of ,magnetic amplifier circuit*
ry*

Even with this knowledge, the extreme non-linearities:#

involved caused considerable difficulty in the establishing
of the best simulation process and demanded several revis¬
ions in the general methods being used*

Even though many

of the simulation methods and procedures were discarded asVv
unsatisfactory for some reason, each provided a broader
understanding of the behavior of magnetic amplifier circuits
and components*
I am indebted to several people for valuable assistance
in all phases of this study and would like to express my
appreciation to them*

Dr# ?#S* Pfeiffer, the faculty ad¬

visor for the project, made several suggestions pertaining
to computer technique and various theoretical aspects of
the problem*

W*R* Peters, technician for the Electrical

Engineering Department, helped considerably with mechanical
design on special equipment and with computer operational
technique, in addition to keeping the necessary test equip¬
ment in working order*
I would also like to express my appreciation to the

ii

McEvoy Company of Houston, Texas, for Its generosity in
financing a portion of the project, and to Magnetic Indus¬
tries, Inc», for the use of the magnetic core materials and
other components necessary in the various magnetic amplifier
circuits investigated*
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SUMMART
la order to establish the conversion factors between ah
actual circuit and its computer simulation, the simple half¬
wave magnetic amplifier circuit was used* 'The computer
simulation of this circuit requires three operational amp¬
lifiers, with the associated scaling factors involving all
of the variables of the actual circuit core material —
area, mean length of path, and number of turns.

In addition

to establishing these scaling factors in the computer cir¬
cuit, these variables affect the inductance-resistance ratio
of the magnetic amplifier core and are used to determine
the resistance to be added in the test core circuit so that
the L/E of the test core matches that of the actual core
being simulated*
Computer circuits were set up to simulate several actual
circuits having cores with size and number of turns different
from those of the test core of the computer circuit*

Com¬

parison of actual circuit data with simulated circuit data
showed considerable difference, and this difference was
found to be due to the difference in losses of the cores*
It was necessary to scale the computer circuit data by a fac¬
tor proportional to the ratio of the losses of the two cores*
This factor was determined from a comparison of the B-H
loops of the two cores, since the width of the B-B loop is
proportional to the losses in the core,

It should be noted,

in connection with this part of the study, that the geometry
of the core is of some importance in the simulation process*
Gores having different outside to inside diameter ratios
have B-H curves which differ somewhat in slope*
Although the half-wave circuit serves to establish the
necessary conversion factors in the simulation process*
more complicated circuits should be studied to check the ac¬
curacy of the derived relationships* iio data was taken oh
other circuits, due to time and computer limitations, but:
two more complicated circuits and their simulation are des¬
cribed, and recommendations for further studies are givenin
this report*
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DEFINITION OF PROBLEM AND OBJECTIVES
I..

STATEMENT OF PHOBLEI4

.

2a the last few years, interest in magnetic
amplifiers has increased considerably, due mainly to
the great improvements in square-loop core materials
Also, magnetic ampli- .\.:;

and in metallic rectifiers.

fiers eliminate two serious disadvantages of vacuum
tube circuitry —* limited life and susceptibility to
shock and vibration, and they are capable of being
completely sealed, thus avoiding corrosion and prob¬
lems with atmospheric and weather conditions*

These

advantages make the use of magnetic amplifiers quite
attractive in a variety of applications.
The primary purpose of this thesis is the com¬
puter simulation of magnetic amplifier circuits, and,
in particular, a study of the problems involved in
the use of sample cores in the computer simulation*
An exact solution of the circuit equations of a mag¬
netic amplifier cannot be made analytically because
of the non-linearities involved in these circuits.
There have been several analytical studies made of

(1)
magnetic amplifier circuits;

however, the only at¬

tempt at a computer solution of magnetic amplifiers
discovered vias that made by a group of Westinghouse
engineers.

Because of the limited time available

-5

for'the study,, no definite conclusions were reached
concerning the ability to simulate magnetic ampli¬
fier circuits on the analog computer accurately*
In the use of sample cores for simulation of
magnetic amplifier circuits, several problems are
present in simulating circuits having cores with
different sise from that of the sample core.

Of

these problems, the one of most importance is cor¬
recting for difference in losses between the actual
and sample cores*
II.

OBJECTIVES
The main objectives of this study were as followss
1, To devise a computer circuit for the simu¬
lation of a simple magnetic amplifier cir¬
cuit*
2, To establish conversion factors to be used
in conjunction with the computer circuit,
so that the circuit parameters — number of
turns, area of the core, and mean length of
path of the core — can be varied easily,
3*

To establish a method for taking into account
differences in losses between actual and
sample cores*

4*

To simulate more complicated types of circuits
in order to justify the methods evolved*

EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURE AND RESULTS
I.

THEORY OF COMPUTER CIRCUIT FOR SIMULATION OF HALF-WAVE
MAG-AMP CIRCUIT
The computer circuit used throughout this study
employs a sample core in the feedback circuit of an
operational amplifier for simulation of the magnetic
amplifier core material#

The output voltage of this

amplifier is proportional to

U d£

of turns on the sample core and

where U is the number
is the rate of change

of flux created by a current applied to the innut of the

(3)
amplifier#

This amplifier with the sample core as its

feedback element provides the non-linearities of the
square loop core material present in actual magnetic
amplifier circuits#
The differential equations for the actual half-wave
circuit shown in Fig* 1 are as follows:
For the gate circuit

and for the control circuit

[2]
where
EQ

=> applied voltage

% ® number of turns of gate winding
^ « time rate of change of flux in core

i^ *= current flowing in gate circuit
- load resistance
RQ

= diode resistance

Ec « control resistance
ILc “ number of turns of control circuit
R<3 ■» Resistance in control circuit
lc « current flowing in control circuit
If Rc is of such a value that

then

2

becomes approximately
Sc - icBc .

£3]

The corresponding computer equations are
E0 - NP | ♦

and

Ec •> XCBC,

+ ILED

[4]

[?]

Rearrangement of 4 for ease of solution gives
- «P f “

hRL

+

VD t>]

The computer circuit to solve these equations is also
shown in Fig. 1.
equal to

in the computer circuit must be

In the actual circuit so that the diode used

in the computer circuit has the same characteristics as
the one used in the actual circuit* It should be noted

8
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that a resistance-capacitance network is added to amp¬
lifier fJo. 3*

This is necessary to prevent oscillations

in the circuit and is discussed further in Appendix I*
The power amplifier shown in Fig. 1 was necessary to
provide enough current to saturate the sample core.

R^

was used to adjust the L/R ratio of the sample core to
match that of the actual core and is calculated in the
following manner.

The inductance of the core winding

is directly proportional to the square of the number of
turns, thus

2

C7l
where

= number of turns of actual gate winding

%

number of turns on test core

Then, from reference (2), if the L/R ratio in the test
cor© is to be the same as that in the actual core, the
resistances of the two windings must have the reciprocal
of the above ratio

** - is
EJ

RT

B<J» » RA

w

isi

and

2

W

ao

Then

[iO]
Inhere
R

o

= resistance of test core

This, of course, assumes that the test core has a
larger L/ft than the actual core*

In some of the cir¬

cuits used, the actual core had the larger L/ft, and in
these cases resistance was added in the actual circuit
to get the correct value to match the test core*
For the computer circuit, the control current must
be scaled to compare with that in the actual circuit
being simulated*

Referring to Fig*

1,

the voltage

across R^, denoted Ec, is used to calculate the current
into the computer circuit Ic#

Since this current is

working into the total number of turns on the computer
test core,

and in the actual circuit the control

current works into the control winding with turns NQ,
there must be a scale factor involving this turns ratio#
Thus, if ic represents the control current in the actual
circuit, its computer simulation is represented by

[u]
The scaling factors <af2 end 63 are used to adjust opera¬
tional amplifier gains to account for circuits with
cores having coils of different turns from the sample
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or test core#

They are derived from a consideration

of the voltage and current changes in the circuit when
the number of turns is changed, and are given by,,
a

2

“ a3 * %

[12]

SJ

The other factor a^, is used to adjust the input vol¬
tage to the computer circuit#
To simulate circuits using cores different in
size from the test core, the factors ag, a^,

and

conversion from computer control voltage, to actual con¬
trol current must take into account the difference in
areas and mean length of path between test and actual
cores#

The change in

due to difference in size of

actual and test cores was taken into account by con¬
sidering that the inductance of the core winding is
directly proportional to the area and inversely pro¬
portional to the mean length of path of the core.
Equation

(9]

.

becomes

**-'*£ **(*:) i»)
where

Ay

« area of tost core
*= area of actual core

ly

*» mean length of path of test core
83

mean length of path of actual core

Similarly, since the magnetizing force is inversely

12

>

*

proportional to mean length of path, equation [llj
becomes

'

~f|
The scaling factors ag and

;

^

were calculated on the

requirements of equal flux densities in the test core
1
»*,'

and actual core.

'

The sealing factor *, «aa a****:

from the fact that the output current of amplifier ;Hd* 2, into R2» represents the amount of ma^etisirig
force (tt) applied by the winding of the core*

The

magnetising force H and current 1 are related by
H

0.4

A

|£

Thus, in order to maintain equal magnetising forces
in the actual and teat cores, the requirements for i:4
equal flux densities in the cores, the output curreht
of amplifier No*. 2 must be scaled by an additional ';
factor of if/

Then

becomes

U

** n

[16]
■■

.

■

The scaling factor a2 was derived from the fact that
the output voltage of amplifier No* 3 is proportional
to
% sLOpM
Thus, with equal flux densities in the actual and
test cores, the output voltage of amplifier No* 3
must be scaled by an additional factor of

AAAT»

_ _
[17]

13*

-

Then

a.

Ml

% AA.

15 Ay

The above theory assumes that the sample core has
the same shape B~H loop as the cores in the actual cir¬
cuits*

This td.ll be true in a great number of circuits

where actual cores have the same ratio of outside to
inside diameter as the s ample core*

This problem, is

discussed further in Section III.
II.

COMPARISON OP COMPUTER AND ACTtlAE CIRGU IT PERFORMANCE
The computer circuit, shown in Fig. 1, was set up
to simulate a circuit using a core with three times
the area, one-third the number of turns on the gate
winding, and 1.61 times the mean length of path of the
test core.

The rectifier in the computer circuit is

the same as that used in the actual circuit.

The

results of tests on this circuit are shorn in Fig. 2.
The solid curve shows the output characteristics of
the actual circuit and the circled points are points
taken on the computer circuit*

There was considerable

difference in the computer curve and actual curved'The
computer curve has a slightly greater slope, a smaller
minimum value of load current, and is displaced by ap¬
proximately 1.9 ma control current to the left;^
Pictures taken of the output voltage for the

OUTPUT

6:0UO.

t,

je:

a/Ac6>/r‘.
yitjrdL

Cukk£k

actual and computer circuit are shown in Fig. 3*
Fig, 3b shows the output voltage of the computer and
actual circuits with the same control current.

The

picture illustrates that the difference in output vol¬
tage for the same control current is due primarily
a difference in firing angle or point in each cycle
when the core saturates.

This difference was first

attributed to experimental difficulties in the com**
puter circuit.

However, after further analysis* it

was found that the discrepancy in actual and computer
curves was due to differences in losses of the actual
and test cores.

These losses, primarily hysteresis;;

and eddy currents* effectively widen the dynamic EMI
loop.

This results in a greater magnetising force

applied by the winding than is actually present in
s

' ■

the core to cause flux change.

'

V-" -

Because of this effect,

the actual core requires more control current than
the test core for the same flux density,

Also* the

minimum value of load current will be greater for the
actual core than the test core, since the minimum
load current is proportional to the magnetizing cur¬
rent or losses in the core.

Fig* 3a* a picture of

the output voltage of the actual and computer circuit
with control currents adjusted to give equal output
voltage* illustrates this fact.

The exciting current

/t

Computer

actual

FIGURE

3

Wave shapes in
computer and
actual circuits
with different
sized cores
3NG = NT
A

A "

Com pater

actual

3A

T

1, - 1.61 1
A
T
R

Li

= 500 ohms

E0 - 18T

4

FIGURE

actual

Wave shapes in
computer and
actual circuits
with different
sized cores
12 NQ = NT
AA - 3AT

computer
actual

1A - 0.76 1T
R

= 500 ohms
1J

EQ

« 5v
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or current flowing before saturation is definitely
larger for the actual circuit*
\

s

*

m

«

The coercive forces (Hc) of the actual and test
cores were then measured, using a B*H loop displayed
on an oscilloscope, to obtain the ratio of losses of
the two cores#

This ratio (Hc/dCstuai/l^test) was

found to be 1*45 for the, cores used.

Therefore, to

account for differences in losses, the scaling factor
• '&i mast be reduced by HOwever*. after saturation
of the core, the hysteresis and eddy current losses
are negligible since the flux remains constant*

There¬

fore, the scaling factor should not be changed after
saturation of the core*

This was accomplished by a,

shunt, bdcfe biased diode placed across the input re«*V;
sister to amplifier No* 2 as shorn in Fig* 5*

The

resistor and battery in series, with the diode were
chosen such that the gain of the amplifier is in¬
creased by 1*45 for voltages greater than the voltage
present during the exciting or magnetising period*:
The effect of the greater losses of the actual
■ core on the control current was accounted for by add•

*

*

ing a constant value Of control current to each point
on the computer curved

The amount of control current

to be added wa's determined in the following manners

18

C

* A

I

•

lei

(to obtain He)

«

1.45

He is obtained at minimum output voltage (5) when

XCf

» 4.2 ma (taken from circled points in Fig. 2.)
1%

**

4-2 (1.45)

*»

6*1 ma, and the amount

■ of control current to be added' iev'y
6*1 * 4*2 *» 1*9 ma*
the dashed curve, shown in Fig* 2, is the r esultant
curve with corrections for difference in losses of
the actual and test cores*

this curve is in .good]%

agreement with the actual curve*,
Figures 6 and 7 show the results of tests made
on two other sices of cores*

Again, the solid curve

is for the actual circuit, the circled points are
for the computer circuit and the dashed curve is the
computer curve corrected for differences in losses*=
these computer curves are also in fair agreement
with the actual curves*

However, the corrected com*

puter and actual curves exhibit a marked difference
at high values of output voltage, where other results
have been in close agreement*
the gate

The number of turns on

ladings of the actual cores was not known

and therefore was estimated from the voltage to cause
saturation and the size of the core*3

An error in

Zo

OUTPUT., C
Mil'S

$OOQT

A or o'A c

C Jfi.fi £.
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number of turns on the gate winding will affect not
only the scaling factors

and

shown in Fig, 1,

but also the resistance Rj^ added in series with the
test core*

Since at high values of output voltage

the reactance of the core is small compared to-.R^lan
error in

will have a greater effect at high values

of output voltages -than-at low to medium values*

!?he

difference in the actual and computer curves shovmin
Figures 6 and 7 at high values of output voltages, ^ c
therefore, could be accounted for by error in estima¬
tion of the number of turns on the gate winding*

Fig*

4 shows the uncorrected computer and actual circuit
output voltages for the circuit whose characteristics
are shown in Fig* 6,

As in.Fig*: 3, Fig* 4 illustrates

that the output voltage of the computer circuit, un¬
corrected for difference in losses of the actual and
test cores, and the actual circuit differ primarily
in firing angle*
ROLE OF B-H LOOP OF ACTUAL AND TEST CORES
The theory described in Section 1 assumes that
the sample or test core has the same shape B»H loop
as the actual core, l*e*, equal slopes before and
after saturation*

This assumption was valid for the
■

■

*

cores used in the circuits of Section II*

* V*.

However,

there are many possible cores whose B-H loops have

-23-.

different slopes from that of the sample core used*
it has been shown (4) that the geometry of the core
plays an important part in the slope of the B-H loop*
The ratio.of outside to inside diameter of thecoreis
important in that it is a measure of the amount of ;:
deviation away from the mean length of magnetic pifh
in the core*

Since the saturation of the core depends

on the ampere-turns per unit length of magnetic path,
the core material at the extreme inside and outside
of the toroid core saturate© at different current

..

levels from that calculated using the mean length Of .
path*

A© the ratio of outside to inside diameter of

the core is increased, there is a greater difference
between these current saturation levels.

This de¬

creases the slope of the dynamic hysteresis loop,
giving the effect of a poorer core material*

There¬

fore, cores with the same ratio of outside to inside
diameter have B-H loops with equal slopes*

The width

of the loop, however, will vary with the losses and
thus the volume of the core*

A sample core, then,

can be used to simulate any circuit using cores hav¬
ing the same ratio of outside to inside diameter as
the sample core*
Oscilloscope pictures of B-H loops of several
cores are shorn in Fig*

B*

Fig.

Ba

shows B-H loops

FIGURE a
a. B-H loops of two cores having nearly
equal losses and ratios of OD/ID equal
to 1.25 and 1.5.
b. B-H loops of two cores having nearly
equal ratios of OD/ID and radically
different losses.
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of two cores with ratios of QD/IB equal to 1*25 and
1*5» and losses very nearly the same*

The difference

in slope of the B4I loop, due to the difference in
ratio of GB/lD, can be seen from this picture*
Sb shows the

Fig*

B-H loops of tv.7© cores with very nearly

the same ratio of G0/JB but with losses radically1
different*

It can be seen that, although there is

considerable difference in the width of the loops,
the slopes are very nearly the same*

IV*

COMPUTER CIRCUITS FOR MORS COMPLEX MAGNETIC AMPLIFIER
CIRCUITS
A*

Full-wave center tap circuit with D-C output
and suppressed even harmonics
The actual circuit is shown in Fig* 9 and is
described by the following equations*
For the gate circuit,

% * KGb Mk
m * ^b%
-E0 « HGa
a d^a
-

at
■ *a + *b

and

+

+

ML +

ib% + ML
R

B * ML

a?]
[20]
[21]

For the control circuit,

[22l

Eg « i_R
C^G
The corresponding computer equations are,
E

o - Nl% - X2fiL -

XJBL

+ Xj.

BB

[23]
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-

% * %P§2 + %% «.
.

%L « % 4 Zg'

:;:

.

124]
:

and -

“o-'W

[25]

A
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The computer circuit to solve thee© equations is
shown in Fig, 11.

If both cores in the actual cir¬

cuit have the same sise and number of turns and the
two test cores have the same site and number of turns,
then the scaling factors
a

l **

a

3

3X1(51

a2

“

a

4

From equations [16] and (l£]
a

% 4A
Hi Ay

l

and

az

« »A

W§
The conversion.factor for control current, from
equation* from equation (143
•. i

B#

c

[29]

FuH-ifave circuit with ii-0 output, free even harmonics
The actual circuit is shown in Fig* 10 and is
described by the following equations
For the gate circuit,
E0 *

mA

dga

MD

+ *aRL + *bRI,

130]

2.S

F'/GUfi^E

C OMEJ FE/<

C/E'C L/J r

iiriO4v/V

//V

//

EOE

/•'?<>' (FEE

Wu /" 'A C

3 ■

c / 4'c i/j r

V“

Hs

8 |ga * MD + % RJ, *

■

[3*3

sad the eoo&ggl circuit

* ■

.

The eerreepe^lag #^nput©r eqti&tiione are aafallows?
For the gate 'circuit*

®0 -

*

*B%* IA3iB + IABj, 1341
IA% » 3WB * lift, [35]

%***-%'
[36]
' and for the control circuit ' \.;::;-:\

fhe computer circuit to solve them equations is:';shorn in Fig* tZm- If th© two actual tores have the
same eiise and number of’,- turns*, anti the two toot '..';':
tores have the same sise and number of turnst then
the scaling fahtow.&i « &$, a^.® a^, arid
* a^* :
From.equations [161 and [18] the factors a^* ctg^'iig
and ay are given fcy, .

►V^ftss^C* ’ ..;
•2 ■
as

[38]
*

. • .

[39]
WM'

« M ' ii ■ '

[40]
[Ml

%

F/
CcMP(S7~£/Z

/<2

CO'J r fO# ACTC//U.

S rtOi/JM /-'V

/-/(JLJA?tE.

/O

C/sOOlS/~

The conversion factor for control current is taken
into account by ay so that Ec measured on the com¬
puter is thesame as the actual circuit*
Although no data has bean taken on the above :!
computer circuits, due to time and computer iiinita»
tions, they are included in this report as examples
of how more complex magnetic amplifier circuits can
be set up on a computer and siraulated*
RSG«EMBATIOIS:. AHD '..SUGGESTIONS FOB .FUTURE STUDIES
Although the primary objectives of this study
were realised, much more work could bo done along
tho same lines*

from the standpoint of general mag¬

netic amplifier circuitry, with the great variety
of practical circuit arrangements, this study has
.*

barely scratched.the surface*

■

» ..

It has, however, pro¬

vided the basic groundwork for computer studies of
magnetic amplifiers and has : established, a .starting ■
point from which more fruitful studies could be
made.

For any future studies which may be under-*

taken, there are several improvements which should
be made in the test equipment which was designed and
built during the course of this study*

The first

and most important item is chopper stabilisation of
the operational amplifiers.

In all of the computer

simulations it was necessary to have the amplifiers

-32-

seroed very accurately at all times*

This v?as es¬

pecially true for the amplifier in the core simula¬
tion circuit*

i\lso» in connection with the core

simulation circuit# a better test core should be ob¬
tained*

It should be wound with as large a wire as

possible so that a maximum t/ft ratio is obtained#
thus allowing this ratio to be varied simply by add¬
ing the necessary resistance in series with the wind¬
ing*

If possible, a better method of suppressing

oscillation in the circuit should be devised, since
the method being used does affect the simulation
accuracy somewhat*

Any future study should probably

include the use of diode simulation circuitry in the
computer, since in many cases the diode needed in
an actual circuit would not be satisfactory for the
computer circuit#

This would also allow a study to

be made of the manner in which the diode character¬
istics affect the behavior of a magnetic amplifier
circuit*

33
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CONCLUSIONS
Although all of the main objectives of this study were
accomplished, it is felt that considerably more work
could still be done within the scope of these objectives*
This work is primarily in the area of simulation of more
complex types of magnetic amplifier circuits*

It

appears that the use of an actual core in conjunction
with an operational amplifier is the best method for
simulating
the core material*
1
’

It should be noted that

•

any future studies would benefit from the use of better
power amplifiers and a better test core in the simula¬
tion of the core material*

For studies of more complex

circuits it would also be necessary to use a diode
simulation circuit so that the operating characteris¬
tics of this component could be varied to match any
diode which the actual circuit might require*
i.

The methods developed for simulating circuits hav¬
ing different sized cores from that used in the computer
circuit appears to be reasonably good; however, consider¬
ably more work needs to be done before any definite
conclusions can be reached*

Itfis felt that the method

outlined in this report for taking into account losses
of the actual core different from the test core will
hold for other circuits as well*

However, the data in

this report does not provide enough evidence for all

34-
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circults* to substantiate this feeling*

It is this

aspect of the study that needs more work.:

It is be^

lieved that the reasoning described in the development
of the method is sound and would serve as a basis for
more experimental work to establish exact procedures
for converting computer results into predictions of
more complicated actualcircuit behavior;*;; .
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APPEHDIX I

1%

■

was pointed out in the procedure that it was"

necessary to devise some method for preventing oscilla¬
tion in the computer circuit*

The use of a condenser

across the operational amplifier in the core simulation
circuit stopped the oscillation, but it also had con¬
siderable effect on the circuit operation*

In order to

get data of sufficient accuracy, some other stabilisa¬
tion method was needed*
used is shown in Fig* 1*

The final stabilisation network
At the time, it was assumed

that this network was simply reducing the high frequency
response of the circuit enough to prevent oscillation,
and since this stabilisation problem was not directly
related to the primary objectives of the thesis study,
no effort was made to analyse the circuit completely*
However, after the work pertaining to the main objectives
of the thesis had been finished, it was felt that some
attention should be given to this problem*
Fig* 13 shows a frequency response curve for the
core simulation circuit with and without the stabiliza¬
tion network*

For this data, the input was kept suf¬

ficiently low that core would not saturate*

These curves

indicate that the circuit response is primarily controlled
by the self-resonance of the core, and the addition of the
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stabilijsatloa network bad the effect of lowering the Q
of the circuit;

The resonance peak, without the stabili¬

zation network, occurs at about 3750 cps* and

;

merits on the core itself show that the self-resonant
frequency is about 3009 cps*

The instability problems

can then be attributed to capacitive loading of the oper¬
ational-amplifier^ • Abo ve the resonant: frequency of "the
coil, the feedback is capacitive, so that at high frequen¬
cies the circuit acts as an integrator.

Similar stability

problems have been experienced with the integrators bn '
the main computer*

The stabilisation network theay as

assumed, provides a break in the high frequency response
of the circuit so that the open loop gain is reduced be¬
low unity before a phase shift of 100° occurs, thus pre«*
venting oscillations;

)

3
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